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Haydn Symphony No. 85 (“La Reine”) Menuetto 

The “Paris” Symphonies 

Haydn’s six symphonies numbered 82 through 87 are nicknamed the “Paris” symphonies due to 

the circumstances regarding their commission. In late 1784 or early 1785 Haydn received a 

commission from the prestigious Concert de la Loge Olympique, a concert series sponsored by 

the Olympic Lodge, one of the wealthiest Masonic lodges in Paris. This commission—among the 

most lavish of the 1780s—provided Haydn with an irresistable opportunity. The six symphonies 

would not only be played by an orchestra of 67 players (roughly three times the size of Haydn’s 

orchestra at Eszterháza)1, but the audiences would be made up of the highest levels of the French 

aristocracy and plutocracy. The financial terms were equally compelling: the equivalent of 225 

gulden per symphony, making a total of 1350 gulden in all for the six works. This was more than 

Haydn’s entire yearly salary2 as kapellmeister to Nicholas Esterházy.3 

The Paris symphonies represent Haydn’s finest writing in the symphonic genre up to this point, 

equalled only by the achievements of the twelve “London” symphonies yet to come. Three of the 

works have acquired nicknames. Symphony No 82 in C Major is known as L’Ours (The Bear), 

due to the bucolic dancing quality of the finale; Symphony No 83 in G Minor is known as La 

Poule (The Hen), from the barnyard-pecking quality of the secondary theme of the opening 

movement; Symphony No 85 in B-Flat Major is known as La Reine (The Queen) due to its 

having been described as Queen Marie Antoinette’s favorite Haydn symphony. 

Symphony 85 in B-flat Major (“La Reine”) 

The four-movement Symphony No 85 is one of Haydn’s noblest achievements in the symphonic 

genre. The first movement is a tautly-written, perfectly executed example of Haydn’s practice of 

monothematic sonata form—a technique of writing a sonata form without the usual contrast 
                                                 
1 Christophe-Hellmut Mahling (Haydn Studies pp. 243-244) has pointed out that the scoring of the symphony seems 
suitable for Haydn’s usual orchestra at Eszterháza, which would indicate that he planned performances by smaller 
orchestras—such as his own—in addition to the much larger Paris orchestra. 
2 About 800 gulden per year, a salary which enabled Haydn to live in circumstances that today we would consider 
upper-middle class: a nice home, servants, carriage with liveried footmen, good clothing, comfortable lifestyle, and 
the ability to save some money. 
3 I should here mention that these amounts, impressive as they were by the standards of the day, were quite small 
compared to the amounts of money Haydn was able to make during his two London trips. At one 1795 benefit 
concert alone Haydn netted the equivalent of 4,000 gulden. All in all, his two London trips brought him 
approximately 15,000 gulden, making him a highly affluent man by the standards of the day. 
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between primary and secondary theme. The second movement is one of Haydn’s quintessential 

double-variation forms based upon a French folk tune, with the finale bringing in another 

example of Haydn’s pare-to-the-bone style of monothematic writing. 

Eschewing his trademark peasant-style Minuet, Haydn provides a courtly galant Menuetto for 

the third movement. At the beginning the movement seems almost routine, even predictable. 

However, ‘predictable’ is a not a word that can safely be applied to any Haydn composition—

most emphatically not works written in the mid-1780s. This Menuetto provides a picture-perfect 

example of Haydn’s craftsmanship, balance, and superficial unpredictability which masks its 

underlying logical construction. 

Menuetto 

The main body of the Menuetto is in three-part song form with an extended—and surprising—

coda. Before analyzing the song form, some information about this movement’s melodic material 

is very much in order. 

The Melodic Materials 
Haydn’s typical melodic practice is to present a short series of motives which he then subjects to 

a continuing development throughout the composition. This process can occur at many levels 

throughout a composition (and may, indeed, sustain over multiple movements). Although there 

are various terms—and theories—about this process, I favor Schoenberg’s term developing 

variation to describe Haydn’s thematic processes. James Webster discusses the term and its 

meaning as follows: 

The most relevant thematicist approach to Haydn is Schoenberg’s concept of “developing 

variation.” Haydn developed musical ideas continually, not to say irrepressibly, in every 

movement he ever wrote. But this is not merely a matter of themes and motives. Each and 

every parameter, including abstract ones like pitch-class content, rhythmic profile, and 

destabilizing intervals, is subject to variation at any time, whether independently or in 

conjunction wih others, whether overtly or in the accompaniment. These processes not only 
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foster Haydn’s famous freedom and vitality but, when used in combination, are potentially 

form-defining as well.4 

In constructing the primary theme of the Menuetto, Haydn presents three melodic motives which 

will form the melodic material for the movement—both the Minuetto and the Trio. 

Motive ‘x’ is triadic—in the Menuetto the triad is a straightforward ascending root-position 

affair, whereas in the Trio it is presented in its 6/4 position: 

 
Figure 1: Motive 'x' 

A sub-motive of ‘x’ is the rising third idea of the first two notes—this will be mined extensively 

to form accompaniment patterns throughout the work. 

Motive ‘y’ is characterized both by pitch (interval-class) and rhythm. As an interval-class, it is a 

rising semitone. Rhythmically, it is the Lombardian ‘snap’, characteristic of many of Haydn’s 

minuet movements: 

 
Figure 2: Motive 'y' 

Motive ‘z’ is in some ways a sub-class of motive ‘y’ (thus developing variation begins quickly). 

The motive ‘y’ interval-class is now diatonic—either a semitone or a whole-tone depending 

upon the position in the scale, and more often than not, it is a descending interval rather than a 

rising one. It is also distinguished from motive ‘y’ by its rhythm; there is no Lombardian snap: 

 
Figure 3: Motive 'z' 

The three motives are used to create the primary melody of the Menuetto, measures 1-8: 

                                                 
4 Haydn’s “Farewell” Symphony and the Idea of Classical Form (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1991), 
pgs 198-199. 
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Figure 4: Menuetto Theme, Measures 1-8 

This is a plagal melody—i.e., a melody which revolves around the 5th scale degree much more 

than the 1st scale degree.5 The melody can be reductively analyzed to demonstrate a foundation 

of an upper-neighbor-tone figure plus this ‘plagal fifth’ motive: 

 
Figure 5: Reduction of Primary Theme 

Another aspect of this theme can be seen clearly in the middle line of the above analysis: the 

opening motion of scale degrees 1-3-5 is then returned via stepwise motion 4-3-2-1 at the end of 

the melody (capped off by the lower-neighbor-tone figure in measure 7.) 

Part I 
The score to Part I may be seen in Figure 4 above. It consists of two four-measure phrases, 

moving to a perfect authentic cadence in the tonic key, forming a contrasting period. 
                                                 
5 “Happy Birthday” is an example of a plagal melody that just about everybody knows. 
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Creating a successful contrasting period typically involves managing a fine balance between 

contrast and similarity—too much contrast and the ear cannot connect antecedent and consequent 

as a periodic relationship; too much similarity and contrast becomes parallelism. One critical 

spot is the ‘join’ between the two phrases—i.e., what happens at the end of the antecedent and 

the beginning of the consequent. In the current example the consequent is mostly in sharp 

contrast to the antecedent, but at the beginning (measure 5) we hear the same ‘Lombardian snap’ 

rhythm that characterizes the ending of the antecedent. By beginning the new phrase with the tail 

of the preceding phrase, the join between phrases is sturdy enough to support a high level of 

contrast without aural disassociation. 

 
Figure 6: Main Theme with Phrase Join 

The agogic forzando first encountered on the third beat of measure 2 helps to strengthen this 

join. The third iteration of the forzando actually introduces the consequent phrase—thus 

connecting the two phrases even more tightly via the rhythmic displacement. 

Haydn is a master craftsman who joins contrasting phrases snugly. Accompaniment is grist for 

the mill: in measure 5 the bass line is, in fact, motive ‘x’. This is the only location in the first part 

in which motive ‘x’ is stated unambiguously as an accompaniment figure6—thus the main 

melodic line in measure 1 is picked up subtly in the accompaniment of measure 5 at the 

beginning of the consequent (the brackets point to the locations). 

 
Figure 7: Main Theme with Accompaniment Join 

                                                 
6 The process of using a melodic figure as accompaniment was given the resounding name of Thematische arbeit by 
Adolf Sandberger around 1900. Originally heralded as one of the hallmarks of the mature Classical style, 
thematische arbeit has been found to be much more pervasive throughout the Classical era than was previously 
thought, as more and more of the music of the era has been exhumed and studied. 
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The firmness of the join is improved by the careful use of rhythm. Measures 1 and 7 can be 

thought of as the ‘bookends’ of the melody; note that they are in fact the only two measures in 

the melody which feature a strong, unambiguous downbeat. Their flanking positions give the 

melody a slightly palindromic flavor. Measure 7 adds even more strength to its downbeat by the 

judicious placement of a grace note:7 

 
Figure 8: Rhythmic Balance in the Contrasting Period 

Part II 
The second part of the three-part song form is a fairly straightforward transition: 

 
Figure 9: Part II (Measures 9 – 16) 

To emphasize the transitional nature of this passage, Haydn writes for the strings alone, avoiding 

higher registers in the violins and keeping the accompaniment to the bare minimum. 

                                                 
7 The grace note is played on the beat, usually taking half the value of the note to which it is attached. Sir Neville 
Marriner’s recording with the Academy of St Martin in the Fields shortens the value of the grace note to a sixteenth, 
rendering the rhythm similar to the Lombardian snap. This is, in my opinion, an error in that it disrupts the  rhythmic 
balance between measures 1 and 7. 
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Haydn is not a composer who introduces new material after his initial statements8; we may 

expect that the melodic material in this passage will be related motivically to Part I, as in fact it 

is. The ‘x’ motive begins the transition at measure 9 in both violin I and viola, together with an 

allusion to the same motive beginning in measure 15 in the lower strings. The rest of the 

transition belongs to an exploration of the similar motives ‘y’ and ‘z’. 

Haydn demonstrates the similarity of the two motives by fusing them together. In measure 12, 

the rhythm of motive ‘z’ (smooth quarter notes) is retained while featuring the interval-class 

(ascending semitone) of motive ‘y’. In measure 14, just the opposite happens in the second and 

third beats: now the Lombardian rhythm of motive ‘y’ is retained, combined with the interval-

class (whole-step and descending) of motive ‘z’. 

Measures 12 and 15 are reciprocal rhythmically and intervallically—the ascending semitone in 

measure 12 descends in measure 15. 

 
Figure 10: Motivic Blends in Menuetto Part II 

The harmonic progression is meticulously constructed. Part I had ended with a perfect authentic 

cadence in B-flat major. A careful avoidance of the tonic is characteristic of the second part of a 

three-part form, in order to create a polarity between the tonic and the dominant, which is 

resolved by the eventual return to the tonic in Part III. Thus the tonic triad that ended Part I 

acquires an A-flat in measure 9 and becomes V7 of the subdominant. After a short period of 

feinting about over a B-flat pedal, the subdominant is clearly stated in measure 12; with the 

motion from the (implied) fifth of the subdominant triad to the sixth above the bass, the 

subdominant becomes the supertonic sixth, leading easily into the dominant: 

                                                 
8 Haydn’s own words are our best testimony that his motivation was not logical or structural: it was Haydn’s firm 
conviction that maximum musical expressiveness was to be found in wringing all possible transformations out of his 
motivic materials, and that the introduction of unnecessary new materials in a composition had the potential of 
robbing a composition of considerable emotional appeal. 
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Figure 11: Reduction of Measures 9 - 15 

Part III 
Part III is a verbatim repeat of Part I, with a puzzling difference in the horn part. The example 

below shows Part I in the upper line, Part III in the lower line, with the location of differences 

marked by exclamation points: 

 
Figure 12: Horn Differences in Parts I and III 

There doesn’t seem to be any particular reason for the differences—in particular, the missing 

downbeat in the penultimate measure in Part I. In all likelihood the differences are copyist and/or 

printer mistakes, and not deliberate choices on Haydn’s part. Unfortunately, there is no 

autograph of this symphony extant (although there are sketches for the first two pages), and thus 

modern editions must rely on the first editions, of which there are several: Imbault, which is “a 

good edition with astoundingly few errors for an eighteenth-century printer”9 and the Viennese 

Artaria editions, which are “grim reminders of what the usual engraver turned out.”10 Robbins 

Landon makes no mention of this anomaly in his notes to the Philharmonia edition. 

I have consulted a number of recordings to find out if conductors have reconciled the 

difference—most likely by using the Part III horn part throughout. Of the recordings I have in 

my own collection, I find that only two conductors have in fact done this (Sir Neville Marriner 

and Bruno Weil) while the other conductors left the published score unchanged. (Franz Brüggen, 

Adam Fischer, Roy Goodman, Sigiswald Kuijken, and Leonard Bernstein.) The differences are, 

                                                 
9 H.C. Robbins Landon: Notes to the Critical Edition of the Complete Symphonies, Volume 3 (Vienna: Philharmonia 
Ausgaben in der Universal Edition), pg. 2 
10 Ibid., pg. 2 
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in fact, extremely slight and only careful listening can discern either the differences or the 

corrections by Marriner and Weil. 

Coda 
It would be possible for the Menuetto to end with the verbatim repeat of Part I. Haydn’s practice, 

however, is to write a Coda at the end of any three-part song form in which Part III is not 

substantially altered from Part I.11 In Symphony No 85, Haydn writes one of the most 

interesting—and lengthiest—codas to any of his minuet movements. This coda is in four parts: 

 
Figure 13: Menuetto Coda 

                                                 
11 Of the ‘Paris’ symphony minuets, all except Symphony 82 display codas at the end of Part III, with Symphony 86 
providing a coda that rivals the one here in Symphony 85. 
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Coda Part 1 is an expansion of the cadence in measure 24. It outlines the tonic triad in measure 

24, and the subdominant in measure 25, via the ‘y’ motive. Amusingly, the final note of the first 

violins is an E-flat, while the bass note that enters on the downbeat of measure 26 is an E-

natural—perhaps this is a deliberate cross-relation on Haydn’s part, in order to emphasize the 

surprise which comes from such an expanded coda. Haydn was extraordinarily sensitive to the 

effects of such dissonances. Consider the opening of the Quartet in B-flat Major Op. 55 No. 3, in 

which a similar opposition between Eb and E in the opening measures is then developed and 

explored throughout the reminder of the movement: 

 
Figure 14: Quartet Op 55 No. 3 

Coda Part 2 provides a five-measure expanded cadence. The first two measures (26-27) are 

identical to the cadence ending Part I (measures 5-6), but then a sudden expansion of one 

measure (measure 28) interrupts. This expansion contains a Haydn ‘signature’ figure: the 

dominant 9th chord. In this particular example, the 9th chord has been inverted to the 4/2 position; 

in such a position generally the root is omitted, creating what appears to be a vii4/3: 

 
Figure 15: Inverted Dominant Ninth Chord 

Devotées of voice-leading “errors” in the music of the master composers may take note of 

parallel fifths in measure 28 between the two oboes, and between violin I and the viola as well. 
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Haydn’s infractions of such ‘rules’ can often be understood in the light of dramatic rhetoric: they 

occur in positions where emphasis is needed.12 

Coda Part 3 is a moment of pastoral beauty as a five-measure oboe solo reiterates the ‘x’ 

motive, this time as the closing part of a melody, rather than the opening as in previous 

encounters. The oboe is accompanied by the violins who provide a brief reminiscence of the ‘y’ 

“Lombardian” motive (which is then heard no more): 

 
Figure 16: Coda Part 3 Oboe Solo 

A reduction of the oboe melody makes clear that this melody retains the plagal quality of the 

main melody. It also retains the upper-neighbor-tone figure characteristic of the main melody—

but this time the upper-neighbor is on the upper fifth, rather than on the tonic as it is in the main 

melody13: 

 
Figure 17: Coda Part 3 Oboe Solo Reduction 

Coda Part 4 brings the Menuetto to a full conclusion by the use of motive ‘x’ in flutes, bassoon, 

and (most dramatically) horns, in three iterations of a two-measure dominant-tonic figure. 

A reduction of the entire coda demonstrates a harmonic movement of ever-increasing simplicity. 

This harmonic motion reiterates the plagal aspect of the melody with its continual emphasis on 

V, while allowing the Menuetto to ‘unwind’, coming finally to rest in simple ¾ meter, smooth 

rhythms, and uncomplicated harmony: 

                                                 
12 See Charles Rosen: The Classical Style, pg 132, for a superb example of such a dramatic use of two parallel 
unisons (involving no less than a leading tone!) in the Quartet in E-flat Major Op. 64 No. 6. 
13 See Figure 5. 
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Figure 18: Menuetto Coda Reduction 

Trio 

The Trio retains the same basic structure as the Menuetto (i.e., a three-part song form). As in the 

other five “Paris” symphonies, the Trio is in the same key as the Menuetto proper. 

Haydn was always concerned with the proper proportions between Minuet and Trio. Generally 

the Minuet is slightly longer than the Trio. The average length for Minuets and Trios in 

symphonies after 1774 comes out to about 44 measures for minuets and 37 measures for trios; 

thus the Minuet is about 18% longer than the Trio. If the Minuet is substantially longer than the 

Trio, then this lack of proportion is usually addressed by lengthening the Trio, although there are 

exceptions in Haydn’s output.14  

In Symphony 85 the Menuetto is 36 measures long. The Trio, without extensions, would be 

considerably shorter than the Menuetto—24 measures. This gives a Menuetto which is 50% 

longer than the Trio, considerably out of Haydn’s norm. Thus Haydn will be rebalancing the 

structure via an extension in the Trio. However, Haydn seems to overbalance the structure. 

In Symphony 85, the extended 40-measure Trio is longer than the Menuetto. There are eleven 

Haydn symphonies for which this is so, 11% of the 100 symphonies with minuets.15 However, 

the Trio is not substantially longer than the Menuetto and is therefore not a major concern in 

terms of structure.16 

Part I 
Part I consists of two 4-measure almost identical phrases, written in a lyric, pastoral vein for a 

bassoon solo: 
                                                 
14 Symphony No 24: Minuet 44 measures; Trio 16 measures. Symphony No 56: Minuet 72 measures; Trio 22 
measures. Symphony No 94: Minuet 62 measures; Trio 27 measures. 
15 Symphonies Nos 8, 15, 32, 37, 46, 47, 67, 82, 85, 92, 93. Only in Symphony No 8 is the Trio substantially longer 
than the Minuet (Minuet 36 measures; Trio 46 measures.) 
16 Ethan Haimo considers the extension to be structurally significant, but in terms of the symphony as a larger whole 
and not in terms of this specific movement. See Haydn’s Symphonic Forms: Essays in Compositional Logic 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press 1995), pp. 201 – 207. 
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Figure 19: Trio Primary Theme 

Simple though the theme is, it does offer some interesting connections with the Menuetto theme. 

It is made up of motive ‘x’ (note the triadic nature of the first measure of each phrase) and also 

displays the plagal-melody nature that is characteristic of the Menuetto primary theme. A 

reduction makes its plagal nature all the clearer: 

 
Figure 20: Trio Primary Theme Reduction 

Part II 
Part II begins simply enough: motive ‘x’ is repeated sequentially during a transition to the 

dominant: 

 
Figure 21: Trio Part II 

However, beginning at measure 52 the theme seems to get ‘stuck’ on the dominant. It will 

remain stuck like this for a full nineteen measures, making for a fascinating extension and 

prolongation. 

Extension 
The structure of the extension is an extended dominant over which various wind instruments spin 

out a series of four-measure phrases taken from the final measures of the bassoon solo. Second 

oboe, first oboe, flute, and then finally the bassoon returns to reclaim the theme that had gone 

wandering. 
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Figure 22: Trio Transitional Section 

The passage manages to be mysterious and slightly comic, all at the same time. Robbins Landon 

writes of it: 

Beginning with a bassoon solo (which Haydn arranged for one of the musical clocks), a tutti 

takes over in the second part which breaks up into a huge pedal point (F, horns), over which 

various wind instruments spin out a derivative of the bassoon theme: time stops dead, the 

rules are broken and we are in a magic world.17 

The extension (beginning at measure 54) is best seen in the context of the entire Part II: 

 
Figure 23: Trio Part II with Extension Reduction 

A few points need to be made here. First is the clear back-reference to the dominant ninth chord 

in the Menuetto coda—here expanded and rather luxuriated in from measure 54 onwards. I have 

already determined that the Coda in the Menuetto has necessitated the expansion here in the 

Trio: this is a clear reference that connects the two expansions together. Second is the series of 

                                                 
17 Robbins Landon, Chronicle II: 608-609. 
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semitone dominant-tonic relationships (V43/ii to ii; V65 to I, vii63/V to V) are then reiterated 

rather beautifully by a dominant eleventh chord which is prepared by its upper neighbor (the 

twelfth). 

Unlike the Coda of the Menuetto in which the harmony simplifies, here in the expansion of the 

Trio, the harmony enriches. This wonderful passage counterbalances the Menuetto’s extra 

length, while referring subtly back to the Menuetto in its harmonic structures. Thus I can’t quite 

agree with Charles Rosen when he asserts that this expansion is a deliberate absurdity, an 

example of musical wit: 

The second and third periods in Haydn’s minuets are often enlarged by codas, generally 

tacked on with little pretense at continuity. The periods are clearly defined, and we know 

when each one is over: echoes and codas are obviously extra. This is a source of the sublime 

wit in the trio of the minuet of Symphony no. 85: the coda of the second period is not only 

too long (the coda is twice as long as the period itself!) but much too long—it is there just to 

make us wait…[t]he coda is, of course, a retransition—not that one was needed: it is 

delightful because it is so absurdly gratuitous. This is pure sonata style; the significance 

comes from the technique of articulation, the play with structure.18 

Part III 
After the long extension of Part II, there is nothing left for Part III to do except provide a 

verbatim repeat of Part I, which is precisely what happens.19 

Conclusion 
Symphony No 85 is one of a set of works which are seen as the epitome of Haydn’s Classical 

style. T.S. Eliot’s definition of the term ‘classic’ seems to apply fully here, identifying a classic 

as embodying ‘a language and a literature [which] are mature;…the work of a mature mind’.20 In 

this graceful, beautifully balanced Menuetto we hear Classicism in full flower—not formula-

bound template-writing, but the product of sensitivity, intelligence, and rhetorical sophistication. 

                                                 
18 Sonata Forms, pp. 117-118. 
19 In Adam Fischer’s recording with the Austro-Hungarian Haydn Orchestra, in Part III the first violin line is taken 
by a violin solo, although this is not specifically indicated in the score. 
20 T.S. Eliot: What is a Classic? in Selected Prose of T.S. Eliot, ed. F. Kermode (London: Faber & Faber, 1975), pp. 
115-31 
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